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1. Introduction

Data-driven learning (DDL) is a method of language teaching and learning which encourages learners to investigate corpus data and apply it in their own language learning. While the use of corpora in language teaching has a history that reaches back to the late 1960s (McEnery & Wilson, 1997; Chambers, 2010), DDL as an approach was formulated by Tim Johns in the 1980s to help international university students improve their academic writing. Since then, it has been used in a variety of ways in an attempt to meet the needs of students (and teachers) in a range of contexts and with different levels of access to hardware, software and corpora.

Tim Johns did not typically expect his students to manage their corpus investigations on their own; he used DDL in one-to-one consultation sessions where the tutor and student worked together to resolve specific English for Academic Purposes (EAP) writing problems and in his “reactive” classroom materials which responded to student questions.
(Johns, 1986, 1991a, 1991b). Since then, however, some approaches to DDL have treated it as a more autonomous activity (e.g. Bernardini, 2004). This has the advantage of freeing learners to explore corpus resources wherever and whenever they need to, but it places heavy demands on them, requiring the formulation of appropriate corpus queries and the interpretation of the results therefrom. For this reason, this “hard” form of DDL (Gabrielatos, 2005) has tended to be confined mainly to higher education contexts where learners have advanced language knowledge and good study skills.

Johns reported the results of some of his DDL consultation sessions and answers to student queries in a series of “kibbitzers”. Each kibbitzer outlines an authentic writing issue, such as the difference between by and using, and presents a solution (and in some cases activities) based on corpus evidence. This kind of approach has been described as “soft” DDL (Gabrielatos, 2005), in that kibbitzers do not require access to a corpus, and are accessible to learners even if they have no corpus query skills. Some EAP practitioners and materials writers have continued to develop this soft approach, because it requires fewer resources and places fewer demands on learners, whether working alone or in a larger class without one-to-one support (Boulton, 2010). “Soft” corpus-informed lessons can be created relatively easily by printing out some relevant data, for example in the form of concordance lines, and devising accompanying paper-based tasks (see, for example, Tribble & Jones, 1990; Johns, 1991a, 1991b). Nevertheless, the creation of such materials requires both corpus knowledge and sensitivity to student needs; students also need to be fairly carefully introduced to such tasks and activities to avoid potential frustration or bafflement (Quinn, 2015).

Corpora and corpus-compilation processes have of course greatly changed since Johns first developed DDL. He used very small homemade corpora, mostly derived from newspapers and popular science magazines, and a simple non-networked programme that generated Keyword in Context (KWIC) concordance lines but little else. Most current corpora are hundreds of times bigger than the ones Johns used, making it possible to ascertain usage patterns for rarer language items that do not occur sufficiently frequently in small corpora. Many general corpora are now available online via software which offer a range of options to search for lexi-co-grammatical patterns as well as single words or word combinations. Online publishing and the resulting increased availability of computer-readable text have also made it easier for teachers and learners to compile their own corpora. EAP practitioners such as Charles (2007, 2011, 2015), Lee & Swales (2006) and Yoon (2011), for example, have asked students to compare language choices made in their own writing with those made by professionals, using research articles gathered from discipline-specific online journals.

However, even though DDL can be approached in a variety of ways to suit different learning contexts, it still continues to meet with resistance from teachers and learners. This resistance is probably due to the difficulty of finding the right balance between individual freedom and supportive guidance. Autonomous approaches encourage learners to consult corpus resources to solve their own individual production problems as the need arises. Without a teacher there to advise them, however, they may not know exactly what to look for in the corpus, and they may have difficulty working with complex corpus interfaces such as those provided by BNCweb and Sketch Engine (see, for example, Pérez-Paredes, Sánchez-Tornel & Alcaraz Calero, 2013). In contrast, a more guided approach to DDL is less likely to be tailored to individual needs, and may be more limited in terms of both quantity and quality because most learners do not have
permanent one-to-one access to a corpus-literate language tutor. Kibbitzers and classroom activities provide experience in, and help with, the interpretation of corpus data, but usually address a small number of common problems that are not necessarily experienced by every learner. Paper-based DDL activities also reduce the opportunity for the “serendipitous learning” that becomes possible when interacting freely with a corpus using corpus query tools (Bernardini, 2000, 2004).

The success of all types of DDL must also depend on the appropriacy of the chosen corpus (Aston, 1997; Krishnamurthy & Kosem, 2007). Multi-million word general corpora can generate an overwhelming amount of data in response to a simple query, much of which may not be relevant to an EAP learner’s personal academic context. Resources such as SkELL, Just the Word or Word and Phrase are more user-friendly, but also tend to draw on general corpora, and therefore do not provide information on the discipline-specific academic usage that is useful to EAP learners. For some learners, in particular postgraduates, small, homemade corpora compiled from academic journals may be a good choice for DDL activities, but research articles are not always the best model for EAP learners when they are aiming to produce other academic genres, such as essays, case studies or reflective pieces (Durrant, 2013). Certain lexical items and turns of phrase are appropriate in some genres but not in others.

This paper reports on a DDL initiative which aims to build a database of hyperlinks to concordances, providing those who teach university students with a resource that the students can use to help them overcome problems of expression. The aim is also that students will be encouraged to interact with corpus data autonomously, in their own time and at their own pace. We also report on some initial responses from a small group of EAP students whose work has been corrected using the links.

2. Procedure for creating the DDL materials

2.1. Inspiration for the project

The technique adopted for this initiative was developed for Writing for a Purpose (WfAP), a collection of online EAP writing resources created in association with the British Council and available on their “Learn English” website (see Nesi, Gardner & Kightley, 2015). The idea in WfAP is to illustrate important features of student academic genres and thereby provide writing guidance to EAP learners. One aspect of this guidance is to demonstrate typical phraseologies of specific genres by using concordances drawn from samples of relevant texts. The corpus used was the British Academic Written English (BAWE) corpus, which contains over 6.5 million words of proficient student writing in a wide range of genres and disciplines (Nesi & Gardner, 2012). This corpus was an obvious choice for two main reasons. The first of these is that the written genres WfAP focuses on were the ones identified in the BAWE corpus project, and were therefore relevant to undergraduates studying in a wide range of disciplines; some BAWE assignment genres (e.g. research reports and literature surveys) are intended as preparation for research at higher academic levels, but by no means all university students go on to pursue academic careers, and other assignment types (e.g. case studies and problem questions) aim to introduce students to the type of writing they will have to produce in other walks of life. A second compelling reason for using BAWE is that, unlike other possible choices—the most obvious being the Michigan Corpus of Upper-Level Student Papers—this corpus is...
open access on Sketch Engine, meaning that it is possible to make use of the powerful query language and sophisticated filtering of results to create lines like those shown in Figures 1 and 2. Moreover, Sketch Engine provides an easy-to-use link creation facility (“get short permanent link”) which allows users to make hyperlinks and direct learners to corpus outputs—concordance, frequency lists, etc.—exemplifying a particular language feature.

Figure 1. – KWIC concordance lines used in Writing for a Purpose to illustrate conclusion patterns in Humanities essays.

Using this permalink facility, some parts of the Writing for a Purpose resources refer learners to carefully selected concordance outputs from the BAWE corpus which show lexical and phraseological features typical of particular types of assignment and with specific rhetorical functions. For example, the pattern it can / could be assumed / inferred / concluded that is common in the concluding sections of essays in the Humanities; to illustrate this pattern, a hyperlink was created to take learners to the concordance lines from the BAWE corpus shown in Figure 1. Another example is the pattern it is important / recommended / suggested / vital that, which is frequently used by Business students in making recommendations in Case Study assignments. Learners interested in viewing realisations of this pattern can click on a link which takes them to the lines shown in Figure 2. In both cases, these lines were the result of a painstaking query construction and then concordance filtering procedure to ensure not only that the lines in question were relevant, but also that there were not so many of them that learners would be overwhelmed.

Figure 2. – KWIC concordance lines used in Writing for a Purpose to illustrate Business case study recommendation patterns.

Learners who are directed to these sorts of corpus outputs are being encouraged to notice for themselves (Rutherford, 1987; Schmidt, 1990) how the typical realisations that are associated with the meanings involved are patterned in ways that may not be simply summarised by an abstract “rule” (Boulton & Cobb, 2017). That is, their attention can be drawn to the types of verbs that occur in the frame it can be * that, or to the types of words/constructions that precede it (Fig. 1). This means of presentation via authentic
examples may give learners the confidence to use the phraseologies themselves as well as helping them spot when a writer is drawing a conclusion.

This use of hyperlinks to specially selected concordance lines to illustrate common patterns, as in Figures 1 and 2, need not of course be confined to exemplifying particular rhetorical functions. This facility can also be used to help learners address issues in their own writing as and when they occur by inserting hyperlinks and directing students to concordance lines showing more appropriate usage. By writing the corpus queries ourselves and selecting relevant lines from those retrieved, we can circumvent the perennial barriers to effective student use of corpora: lack of knowledge of complex corpus query language (CQL), and lack of awareness of phraseological features. This approach can also be of use to EAP practitioners without corpus expertise, since we can share hyperlinks used to address common student writing issues.

The exploitation of hyperlinks to give students written guidance is suggested as a means of feedback by Hyland (2003) and explored in more detail by Gaskell and Cobb (2004), who investigated the efficacy of inserting hyperlinks to concordances to guide students to correct grammar errors. The concordances used in Gaskell and Cobb’s (2004) study were retrieved from the Brown corpus using the Lextutor interface; they were interested in the extent to which students benefited from the intervention and whether students then went on to use the concordancer independently. Our proposal, we feel, improves on Gaskell and Cobb’s approach in a number of ways. Firstly, the issues we address are phraseological rather than simply grammatical; they are generally what Ferris (2002) refers to as “untreatable” in that one cannot simply look up the answer in a reference work. Secondly, the Sketch Engine interface is considerably more versatile than the Lextutor one. We might add that the corpus we use is more appropriate for the target students, as it is more than six times larger, is more contemporary and is composed of texts that EAP students themselves will write. Finally, our aim is to create a database of re-usable links that can be shared with other teachers and lecturers.

2.2. Steps in creating the DDL materials

The first step to creating the DDL materials discussed in this paper involves examining written coursework produced by students studying at undergraduate and Master’s level in a university in the UK in order to identify recurrent problems that affect intelligibility and/or communicative force. For each such problem, we then create queries on the Sketch Engine open-access interface to exemplify more appropriate usage. The corpus output from these queries is progressively refined until each query leads to a page containing a relatively manageable number of concordance lines illustrating typical uses of the relevant pattern. The intention in doing so is that the corpus data will draw learners’ attention to differences between their own wordings and those of proficient student writers (often in the same or similar disciplines, producing the same or similar academic genres), in line with Johns’ original conception of DDL realised in the form of the kibbitzer (Johns, 1986, 1991b). In order to demonstrate this procedure, we will now consider an example of an issue addressed, starting with the instance in a student paper.

In this example, the student has written the following clause (emphasis added): grammar teaching could bring a variety of negative impacts on English study. For proficient users of English the use of the verb bring here is a very unusual choice when the verb have is so strongly associated with impact on. Having found an apparent phraseological issue, the
next consideration is whether this is worth bringing to this student’s attention, and, for the purposes of the project, whether this is likely to be an issue that other learners may encounter—since an important aspect of the initiative is the re-usability of the links we create. This question can be considered from different perspectives. One factor is the relative complexity of the phrase in question. Detailed discussion of how complexity may be judged is beyond the scope of this paper (see e.g. Sinclair, 2004; Gries, 2008), but clearly this phrase contains a number of elements which contribute to its potential complexity: HAVE + optional determiner + optional adjective + IMPACT + on. Another factor worthy of consideration is the frequency of the phrase in academic use. A search for IMPACT (as a noun) followed by on in the BAWE corpus on Sketch Engine retrieves 714 instances, giving a normalised frequency of around 86 hits per million words. This relatively high normalised frequency provides evidence that it is worth paying some attention to this phrase (see e.g. Vincent, 2013).

Having decided that a particular issue is worth bringing to the attention of a learner or learners, the next step is to create concordance lines that will make the normal wording of the pattern or phrase salient. Clearly, this involves considering which element(s) of the phrase or pattern in this specific case has caused difficulty, i.e. here, the choice of verb. However, bearing in mind the variability that may be observed in phrases (Francis, 1993; Philip, 2009), decisions here should also be made regarding which of the possible variations will be included with respect to the error or issue that has been identified. Do we view the realisation bring a variety of negative impacts on ... in terms of the abstract phrase HAVE + determiner + adjective + IMPACT + on or consider specifically instances of negative IMPACT or even simply negative impacts? Such decisions may depend on a range of factors (considered in Section 4 below), not least initial findings in the corpus.

Frequent users of the Sketch Engine interface will be aware that there are a number of query options which allow this process to be approached from different angles. The option chosen will depend on decisions made regarding which elements of the phrase in question are considered as particularly salient or important. In this case, as noted already, IMPACT on gives a large number of lines; to limit this number, a “simple” search for negative impact on was used. To make the pattern of usage more salient, the 45 lines retrieved in this manner were “left sorted” (i.e. so that words to the left of the node are in alphabetical order); a sample of these lines is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. – Sample of lines retrieved from BAWE using the simple search negative impact on.

Having retrieved suitable examples from the corpus, the next stage is to create a permanent link to the concordance lines using the Sketch Engine hyperlinks facility.
This link is then inserted directly into the learner’s assignment in an appropriate place, with a short accompanying comment; the font for the verb bring is also changed to red to draw attention to its inappropriacy. The idea, then, is for the student to notice the added comment (in bold typeface), click on the hyperlink and then correct the issue marked on the assignment, or at least note the issue for future reference.

In order to ease the introduction of the links, it seems important that students have some awareness of concordances and, ideally, the nature of the corpus that is used. Accordingly, the students who have received feedback in this way have been shown how the links to Sketch Engine were included in their coursework feedback, and have been introduced to some of the features of Sketch Engine and the BAWE corpus. This was preceded earlier in the course with exposure to other corpus-based tools in a session in which they investigated the potential of SkELL, Just the Word and Word and Phrase to address similar issues.

Assignments we have returned to these students have generally contained between two and five hyperlinks. In some cases these address all the phraseological problems in the assignment, but in other cases, where assignments contain a great many errors, we decided to select only a small number for the hyperlink treatment, so as not to overwhelm the writers but instead to give them more time for in-depth interaction with the corpus data, following the approach of Gaskell and Cobb (2004).

3. Advantages of the approach

An advantage of this intervention over fixed, paper-based approaches is that the links lead to interactive Sketch Engine pages. This means that a number of view options are available: users can sort to the left and right, view full sentences and/or filter for uses particularly relevant to their own discipline and chosen genre. To show how this works, we have first provided a sample of lines showing realisations of the pattern HAVE + effect (on) (which is similar in meaning to have an impact on) in student academic writing in the sciences, allowing for between one and three intervening words.

The lines presented in Figure 4 can help raise awareness of the uses of the pattern in student writing by showing items that commonly occur between HAVE and effect and also by indicating the prevalence of on after effect. Figure 5 is a screenshot of some of the same corpus output as Figure 4 but with a larger context provided for the last concordance line. This context is revealed by clicking on the node item; it is useful when concordance lines which are of interest to the learner do not show full sentences or when a larger context is necessary to decipher the meanings of certain items, e.g. instances of anaphoric reference.
Figure 4. – Sample of lines retrieved from BAWE using the simple search HAVE ± effect.

In cauliflower the increase of CO2 has also a beneficial effect. Higher concentrations of CO2 lead to an
and anther earl (An 1 and DO8) occur. These have the effect of stamen abortion by blocking normal specific
quad tree encoding, as can readily be seen, have little effect. In the example of the region above,
, provide further evidence that some genes have a major effect on ageing. One genetic theory of age
stresses and to resist fracture. Age also has an effect on bone cross sectional area, where the older
is generated for the independent variable having a causal effect on the dependent variable, which can be used.
s the reduction in the model appear to have had any effect on the linear dependence of the residuals. Both
. Maternal smoking does not appear to have any effect on text of motor impairment score. T
em modelling, despite having been shown to have some effect on reading comprehension score. Each
n included in the model when it was seen to have the largest effect on TOAM score individually. This may be due to
productivity of the oceans through this may have a positive effect on reducing global warming, as it can be shown
range. Variation in the solar output can also have an effect on our climate. The sun's output has been linked
ing of the earth's orbit is also believed to have some effect on global temperatures. The effect, known as
emphasis during encoding, for example, can have a profound effect on how, or indeed whether, information is
, p.05. However, birth order does appear to have a significant effect on how overprotective fathers are of their

Figure 6, meanwhile, shows some of the same corpus output with details of the level and
first language of the author (one of the student contributors to the BAWE corpus), and the
discipline and genre of the assignment. These details are revealed by clicking on the bar
to the side of the concordance lines.

The information provided in Figures 5 and 6 helps students to contextualise the
phraseological information that is available in the concordance lines by providing extra
information that may help them make decisions when using the patterns. However, this
does not exhaust the interactive possibilities for the students who follow the hyperlinks
to Sketch Engine. As noted above, they may choose to sort the lines, either to the left, the
right or by the node itself, which in this case helps show the most common patterns of
determiner and adjective use with HAVE ± effect. Having entered the SketchEngine site, it
is also possible that some learners will go on to explore the corpus using other related
searches, although, as Gaskell and Cobb (2004) point out, this will likely depend on the
training they have received in using the interface.

Figure 5. – A selection of KWIC concordance lines for HAVE ± effect with context provided for the
last concordance line.
Most students at British universities study in the medium of English, and do not receive explicit English language or writing instruction. Moreover, their writing is usually assessed primarily for content rather than language accuracy/appropriacy. In this environment lecturers tend to concentrate on imparting disciplinary knowledge rather than providing language support, so they welcome any means of enabling students to deal with language issues in their own time, outside class. However, although our procedure is designed for use by lecturers who cannot spare class time to discuss linguistic choices with their students, we ran an initial trial with international students who were taking a course in academic writing, and were receiving a greater than usual amount of language support. These students were highly motivated learners, as evidenced by their willingness to study as exchange students in the UK, and they were sufficiently interested in corpus-informed methods of language teaching and learning to provide us with thoughtful feedback. Volunteers from this group (n=8) participated in a focus group where the instructor (one of the authors) asked them whether or not they found the hyperlinks useful, and to elaborate on any difficulties they faced.

The feedback from the students was very positive. The aspects of the intervention that were consistently mentioned as being helpful were the contextualisation of the phrases presented, the ease of contrast with their own writing and the numbers of examples provided. They also claimed that this approach helped their retention of the target usage. Perhaps the strongest argument in favour of the use of corpora in general, and the hyperlink approach in particular, was that rather than relying on memorisation or simply knowing the answer, access to the corpus was seen as providing a tool that the students could refer to in future. This final point indicates the potential of the approach; this group of students at least became interested in exploring Sketch Engine further. It should be borne in mind, however, that the students had already been introduced to SkELL, Just the Word and Word and Phrase, as part of their academic writing course; this sort of pre-exposure might well have made them more inclined to appreciate the benefits of corpus consultation. Clearly, further research is needed to explore in more depth the responses and attitudes of a wider range of potential student users.
4. Discussion: creation and classification issues

This section discusses some of the issues that have arisen so far, both relating to the creation of the hyperlinked concordances and in their subsequent classification for re-use.

4.1. Style vs Grammar

Our aim in creating these links is to address phraseological problems in student writing that affect intelligibility and/or communicative force. A further important focus is on problems that are likely to recur in the writing of other students, and ones that can be recognised by students if they refer to the hyperlinked corpus data we supply. The hyperlinks we create to help with such problems are being categorised and stored, so that they can be re-used by ourselves, other EAP practitioners, and subject tutors.

Not all the problems we encounter can be classed as “errors” in the sense of grammatical mistakes; some are simply unidiomatic or in an inappropriate register, often because of the writers’ collocation choices. In the commentaries that accompany the hyperlinks we therefore have to decide whether to label a usage as “wrong”, and present a correction, or whether to simply offer suggestions which might enhance readability and give the impression of greater academic literacy. For example, one student wrote “In this short essay, there isn’t room to further discuss this important aspect”. In our view this is grammatically correct but rather unwieldy, or unidiomatic in the context, as evidenced by the fact that the form “there isn’t room” is not found in the BAWE corpus. Our reusable hyperlink, <ske.li/ewj>, leads to KWIC concordance lines which suggest a more appropriate choice of wording, shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. – A selection of KWIC concordance lines for “beyond the scope of”.

In cases like this, where it is a matter of idiomaticity or appropriacy to context, it might be sufficient simply to highlight the problematic words and supply a link offering an alternative usage.

On the other hand, students sometimes use prepositions in ways that could be described as ungrammatical or non-standard. The form comprising of, for example, was marked as an error in feedback provided to one student; the accompanying hyperlink <ske.li/ep5> leads to grammatically correct concordance lines, a sample of which are shown in Figure 8.
The lines shown in Figure 8 indicate just one way of addressing the non-standard comprising of. It would also be possible to take a different approach to this mistake, e.g. by suggesting an alternative verb such as consist which is followed by of or indicating when the verb comprise may be followed by of.

4.2. Student proficiency

Not all the grammatical errors we have found in our data are produced by early-stage EAP learners; for example, English was the first language of the student who wrote comprising of. So far, we have found that our approach can be used to provide guidance to a wide range of novice academic writers, regardless of their first language and their English language knowledge. At the same time, this range raises the question of the extent to which it is necessary to adjust the presentation of the feedback and choice of instances to meet the needs of learners at different proficiency levels.

In terms of presentation of lines, it would seem generally advisable to reduce the size of the concordance sample when creating links for less proficient students, since otherwise there is a danger they will be overwhelmed by the quantity of data. In our experience, more proficient students are more tolerant of and even welcome the provision of greater numbers of lines as they provide greater evidence of usage. A related issue (discussed above in Section 2.2) is that of the degree of variability in the pattern that is presented. It seems reasonable to limit the number of different forms that lower proficiency students are exposed to; a student who uses BRING with negative impacts on may struggle if too many variations of the pattern HAVE + IMPACT + on are shown in the concordance lines. However, a more proficient student may be able to handle a greater degree of variability in the lines, to the extent that they may even find it useful to see lines including both IMPACT and EFFECT, such as those shown in Figure 9. In order to make informed choices regarding which lines to present, it may also, of course, be necessary to carry out a considerable amount of informal research on the typical realisations of the given pattern.

A further issue relating to proficiency levels is one which we have mentioned already: the number of errors that it is advisable to address in any one piece of work. In student
writing where there are many errors it is not practical or even possible to provide links to exemplify every error (Gaskell & Cobb, 2004). On the other hand, limiting the number of hyperlinks to around five may give the student the impression that there are no further issues to address. Our approach, like other DDL interventions, does not make any claims to comprehensiveness and does not set itself up as in opposition to other means of providing feedback on errors. It is meant to be understood and used as a complementary approach for specific errors and infelicities that are amenable to a phraseological treatment.

4.3. Generalisability and abstraction

Another consideration when composing corpus queries relates to the generalisability of the outputs which are chosen. Although we intend our links to be reusable by other practitioners, we also want them to address the writing problems experienced by individual students. For this reason, it is necessary to find a balance between feedback that is over-generalised and that which may only apply in one specific context. This is a question not only of usefulness to students and practitioners but also of a sensible ratio of time spent creating concordances to the number of uses they may have. This can again be exemplified by the example of HAVE + IMPACT/EFFECT + on. The lines retrieved to help the student who used brings instead of has (see Fig. 3) are quite specific in that they all include negative impact on, but we know that more generally other adjectives and even other nouns can enter into this pattern. The question here is whether it is better to create a set of lines such as those shown in Figure 9 or whether to stick to the more specific and targeted link shown in Figure 3. The answer to this question may depend on a number of factors, such as student level, student familiarity with concordance lines and the delicate balance between making a correction obvious and encouraging the student to look more deeply into a range of possible corrections, requiring more cognitive processing, an important aspect of DDL (Boulton & Cobb, 2017). There is no definitive answer to this question, but it is one which we will need to consider when creating further links.

Careful use of CQL should result in concordance lines which show appropriate usage but (notwithstanding points raised in Section 4.2) allow for intervening words, and for variations of tense, aspect, voice and number inasmuch as these are found in the pattern concerned. The lines can then aim to show the function of a pattern in a range of different sentence types. A related issue which has not received much attention in this paper, but which is of importance to learners, is that of genre and discipline specificity. Since the Sketch Engine interface for the BAWE corpus provides the facility to select specific genres and/or disciplines, there is an argument for limiting searches in this way when frequently occurring patterns are exemplified.

A final aspect relating to generalisability and abstraction concerns the outputs that are provided in links. So far in this paper we have only discussed the use of concordance lines but these are of course not the only corpus outputs that might be useful to show patterns of usage; other possibilities include collocation lists, word sketches or frequency lists. One useful feature available on Sketch Engine (and indeed many corpus interfaces) is “Frequency: Node forms”, which lists the types retrieved by a search in frequency order.
Figure 10. – Screenshot of Frequency: Node forms for ability to followed by infinitive verb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Items: 469</th>
<th>Total frequency: 1,010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to produce</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to use</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to make</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to create</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to control</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to understand</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to communicate</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to influence</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to learn</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to express</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to work</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P I N ability to identify</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example of the sort of output the node form frequency facility provides is shown in Figure 10; the full list is available through this link: <ske.li/e2s>. The advantage of providing this output over a sample concordance of ability to is that it is immediately obvious which verbs most commonly occur with ability to; one can even start to classify types of verb (e.g. verbs relating to producing/making, understanding and communicating). Moreover, one can easily access the original concordance as well as concordances for individual verbs from this screen if desired. At present, outputs of this sort (i.e. those which are not concordance lines) are somewhat under-utilised in our project, which remains a limitation of the approach, but we are interested in exploiting them more in future (see next section).

4.4. Towards a classification of hyperlinks created

As we have pointed out, the vision for this intervention is not just to help students address phraseological issues but also to create a searchable bank of hyperlinks for re-use by us, our colleagues and other interested parties. This is in the spirit of Johns’ (1991b, p. 36) proposal to create “ready-made DDL materials that [teachers] could adapt with their own students in mind” but it should also be noted that these links are not solely for teachers of English, but are also intended to be used by subject lecturers. The foregoing discussion has raised issues relating not only to the creation of hyperlinked concordances but also to their classification for ease of retrieval and re-use. This is an ongoing task, but our category names will need to enable us to identify the style or grammar issue, and possibly also the student proficiency level, the degree of abstraction or generalisability, and even perhaps the discipline and/or genre. Our progress with this classification process is documented on the website of the project, where issues and their related hyperlinks are stored in entries of the directory, which practitioners are welcome to consult.

5. Conclusion

We believe that, as well as being within the spirit of DDL, the approach introduced in this paper has a number of advantages. The first of these is the use of the BAWE corpus, which contains the type of writing that the students concerned aspire to produce, rather than web-scraped mega-corpora of “general English” (SkELL) or academic corpora composed largely of research articles (Word and Phrase – academic component). A second advantage
is ease of access—the multitude of choices and the daunting nature of corpus interfaces is largely overcome because we conduct the searches in advance and provide links to pre-filtered concordance lines. The fact that the links are live and allow for further exploration does not, of course, preclude further “serendipitous learning” (Bernardini, 2004) and may in fact pique the curiosity of some students to find out more about how to use the corpora. Finally the fact that the links are provided in individual feedback allows students to access and learn from them at their own pace.
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NOTES


2. See SkELL: <https://skell.sketchengine.co.uk/run.cgi/skell>.


5. See also British Academic Written English Corpus (BAWE): <http://www.coventry.ac.uk/bawe>.

6. Available at Sketch Engine Open Corpora: <https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/open/>.

7. In the description of phrases and patterns we will use *italics* to denote wordforms and **SMALL CAPS** to denote lemmas.

8. The concordancer is now located here <https://lextutor.ca/conc/eng/> and currently gives users the option of searching a wider range of corpora than was available to Gaskell and Cobb in 2004.

9. The number of lines that may be considered “manageable” is a subjective matter and teachers may want to take into account factors such as student level and previous exposure to concordances. In many cases, samples of around 20–30 lines have been created. Since the hyperlink facility is available to all, any user of the link would be able to filter this down further and create a new link on Sketch Engine if this was thought to be too many.

10. A collocate analysis of lemmas associated with *impact on* in the BAWE corpus (-5L to -1L, minimum co-occurrence 3, ranking by logDice values) indicates that *have co-occurs in more than half of all instances; no other verb (except *will*) is found in the top 50 collocates. As pointed out by one of our reviewers, this is not the only potentially unidiomatic feature of this instance, but, as probably the most salient one to a proficient writer of English, it is the one we are focusing on here.
11. CQL query: [lemma="impact" & tag="N.*"] "on".
12. This does not account for the separation of impact and on in instances such as the impact it had on her writing (from BAWE document 0063d; emphasis added).
13. This facility is indicated by a “link” icon in Sketch Engine.
14. The comment in this case was “bring” isn’t the usual verb. See here for examples—the hyperlink was added to the underlined word.
15. Our thanks to a reviewer who pointed this out.
16. We thank one of our reviewers for pointing this out.
17. The quick links of the BAWE web address is <bawequicklinks.coventry.domains>.

ABSTRACTS

This paper outlines a new initiative aimed at integrating concordances and other corpus outputs into written feedback for learners of English for Academic Purposes (EAP). Although data-driven learning has by now a 30-year history, it has yet to have a great impact on mainstream pedagogy despite various claims regarding its efficacy and its benefits in terms of promoting learner autonomy. This situation may be due to technical barriers to the use of corpora in teaching, in particular the apparent complexity of most corpus interfaces to the uninitiated. We seek to circumvent these barriers by creating concordances to help students address their written errors. These concordances, found in the free-to-use British Academic Written English corpus, are made available as hyperlinks pasted into student work to help them address their errors by giving them direct access to instances of proficient academic writing. This paper will outline the methods used to create the concordances, the types of writing issues that are most amenable to this treatment and some initial student feedback on the first phase of an ongoing project to identify and categorise typical phraseological problems in student writing.

Cet article a pour but de présenter une nouvelle initiative visant à intégrer des concordances et d’autres éléments de corpus dans les réponses fournies aux apprenant.e.s afin qu’ils/elles puissent remédier aux erreurs de rédaction d’un écrit en anglais sur objectif spécifique. Bien que l’approche data-driven learning (DDL) existe depuis maintenant 30 ans, elle n’a pas encore eu de réel impact sur la pédagogie courante, malgré les bénéfices déclarés quant à l’autonomie de l’apprenant.e. Cette situation peut être due à des obstacles techniques relatifs à l’utilisation de corpus dans l’enseignement. Les non-initié.e.s peuvent être particulièrement rebuté.e.s par l’apparente complexité de la plupart des interfaces de corpus. Nous cherchons à remédier à ces difficultés en créant des concordances permettant aux étudiant.e.s de corriger leurs erreurs. Ces concordances, extraites du British Academic Written English Corpus et accessibles via des liens hypertexte collés dans le texte de l’étudiant.e, l’aident à rectifier ses erreurs en lui donnant un accès direct à des exemples d’anglais universitaire de qualité. Cet article décrit les méthodes utilisées pour créer ces concordances et les types de problèmes de rédaction que l’on peut traiter de cette façon. Il inclut aussi les réactions initiales des étudiant·e·s dans le cadre de la première phase de ce projet actuellement en cours qui vise à identifier et à catégoriser les problèmes phraséologiques typiques rencontrés par les étudiant·e·s dans leurs travaux écrits.
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